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CHAPTER XXIV
®i)e jFlotoer of

Flower
THE
Botanical Dove
It

attains

Jlolp

Holy Ghost,

of the

tropics.

tf)e

also

(Peristeria elata),

greatest

its

(gftosit

is

natural

known

as the

a native of the
perfection

in

Mexico, Central America, and the West Indies. The
bulb consists of the lower sections of the old plant

wrapped tightly round one another and enclosing the
bud of the future flower-stock.
There are ten thousand species of orchids. Those
of the class under consideration are interesting to
botanists for their complicated system of insect-pollination, and to florists and amateurs on account of their
mysterious flowers, some of which take the shape of
insects, of reptiles, and of birds. The Holy Ghost Flov/er
belongs to the latter group. It is perennial and grows
from logs and crevices not as a parasite, but as an honorable epiphyte.

Under favorable conditions the
reach a height of six

feet.

best

specimens

Being herbaceous, the

leaf-

stock consists of a bunch of narrow, elongated green
leaves

that

greatly

resemble

our

Spanish Bayonet

(Yucca baccata). About the month of May or June,
emerges from this graceful cluster of lanceshaped sentinels a slender, vert pillar, the top of which
is crowned with twelve or more blossoms.
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Red

is

the

J^olp

tfte

warmest of the

the conventional color of the

(gf)osit

colors and has long been
Holy Ghost, so we might

naturally expect these flowers to be royal

But they are

crimson-colored.
white,

and look

like tulips

They

not.

purple

or

are creamy

carved out of alabaster. They

emit a perfume of indescribable sweetness that recalls
the fragrance of the queenly magnolia.

Look

one of these flower-chalices, and what do
you see? Some grotesque formation, a gargoyle of Nature?
No, indeed. The Flow^er of the Holy Ghost
would have been misnamed were there anything repellent about it.
This is what meets your eyes, a delicate
cream-colored dove; the well-shaped head gently bent,
as

if

into

absorbed in thought; the tiny

bill

warmed with

a

breath of rouge, and the wings hanging languidly from
its

exquisite sides.

This miniature replica of Nature's gentlest bird, has
obtained for this orchid the beautiful
of the

The Spanish

Holy Ghost.

to give

it

it

as

images of the higher

of this flower

inspiring.

Thus

must appeal
its

first

In-

idol

deem it that
To a mind that has mastered

ties

Santo).

The

and reverenced it. So sacred
they refrained from touching it.

an

did they

in creatures

of Flower

explorers were the

this title (Flor del Espiritu

dians regarded

name

the secret of finding

life,

the mystic proper-

as singularly pleasing

and

dove-figure might suggest the bles-

sed indwelling of the Holy Spirit;

its

creamy white

sheen of seasoned and temptation-tried virtue
rich sweet perfume, the good odor of Christ exhaled

color, the
its

by the Christian;

its

classification

among

the air-plants

(epiphytes), plants that touch the soil only indirectly

and draw

their sustenance

—

from the sun and
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air alone,

—
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might betoken a certain nobility, symbolic of the detachment and spirituality of a twice-born soul; and finally,
its lance shaped leaf-stock massed round the flowerstem might intimate the ever-vigilant care with which
the Christian must guard his soul, the citadel of all
these heavenly gifts.
The Flower of the Holy Ghost remains in season
about three months, and with proper care after the flowerstock emerges can be transplanted and kept in bloom.
On account of its name and for the sake of information,
we think it permissible to mention here another doveflower, the blossom of the Davidica involucrata.
This
tree, a native of western China, greatly resembles our
dogwood. Its flowers are nearly a foot across and
somewhat resemble a flock of white doves, hence its
popular

name

"the dove-flower tree."

This tree was

discovered in 1896, by the abbe David, a French missionary and introduced into this country by E.

—We
name —
Wilson.

trust,

a
is

—

once more on account of its
Avocado, a large pear-shaped fruit of

recalling in this chapter

that the

W.

furthermore, to be pardoned for

West India tree
by some called

(the Persea gratissima, laurel family)

the

Holy Ghost

0^
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pear.

